
Our current PYP theme is…
How the World Works

Our Central Idea is…
Changes in matter impact the Earth and how we live

Through this unit we will be practicing...
Research skills

Through this unit we will try to be…
Inquirers, thinkers, and reflective

The questions we will be exploring are…
What are the state of matter?
How could you describe matter?
What is a physical or chemical change?
What are some forms of energy? How can you describe them?
How can heat change matter?
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The Math connection we will make is…
recognizing shapes and their attributes.

The Reading and Writing connections we will make are…
*ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate 
understanding of key details in a text.
*share our ideas about our favorite characters by writing letters to each other that express our 
opinions .

The Science connections we will make are…
*the events on Earth can transform the shape of the land.
*changes in states of matter.

The Social Studies connections we will make are…
*using maps, graphs, and photos to describe places.

To help out your student, try asking them some of these 
questions at home…
*How do I recognize a shape?
*What are some of my favorite characters?  What do I like about 
them?
*What is matter?


